
31 October, 2007 

Unto the populace of Atlantia, greetings from Alisoun MacCoul of Elphane, Golden Dolphin Herald!  

Herein you will find the results of the deliberations of the College of Heralds of Atlantia during the 
month of October, 2007. 

ACCEPTANCES 

The following submissions have been accepted and included on a Letter of Intent to the College of Arms 
from Atlantia dated 29 October, 2007:  

Dubhghall mac Donnchaidh. Name and device. Per pale sable and vert in 
fess two horseshoes inverted argent. 

Friderich Weber. Device.  Or, on a chevron azure three mullets Or.  This 
was pended by Golden Dolphin for redrawing in September, 2007.   

Mariana de Salamanca. Name (see PENDS for device).  

Matthew of Battle. Badge.  Gules, a fess between two mullets pierced, all 
within a bordure Or.  This was pended by Golden Dolphin for redrawing in 
September, 2007.   
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Michel von Schönsee. Household name and badge for Duck and Turtle 
Tavern. Per bend sinister vert and sable, a duck naiant to sinister and a turtle 
tergiant fesswise contourny Or.   

Od Þorgestsson Skallagrimssonar. Name.  This was pended by Golden 
Dolphin in September, 2007, for paperwork problems which have now been 
resolved.  

Philip Bell. Change of device. Sable, a spear bendwise sinister argent 
enflamed proper.  This was pended by Golden Dolphin in September, 2007, 
for a visual check of a potential conflict with an ancient piece of Society 
armory whose blazon was unclear.  The Laurel Office having provided a 
scan f the original armory, it is clear that no conflict exists.  

Rose Galen. Badge. Azure, a turtle tergiant between six roundels in annulo 
Or.  This was pended for redrawing by Golden Dolphin in September, 2007.   

Susanna inghean Aoidh. Name.   

 

 

 

RETURNS 

The following items have been returned for further work: 

Godai Katsunaga. Name.  Unfortuately, the submitter documented both elements of his name only 
from a samurai wiki article and the Laurel Office has ruled that such articles are inherently unreliable 
without supporting documentation from more reliable sources.  We were able to find documentation for 
Katsunaga as a nanori of the Sengoku period from Nostrand’s Name Construction in Medieval Japan, 
but were not able to find similar supporting documentation for Godai.  As the submitter allowed all 
changes to the name, we would have used another similar-sounding surname from the Sengoku period to 
give him the authentic name for that period that he desired, but unfortunately there were no really 
similar-sounding surnames from that period in the usual reliable sources for Japanese names. 
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PENDS 

The following items have been pended for the stated reasons: 

Ailis Ó Briain.  Name.  Since the submitter is using an entirely Irish name, it is necessary for her to use a 
feminine patronymic form.  As the given name is early modern Irish, this requires the use of either 
inghean or inghean uí and lenition of the last name element to Bhriain.  This really exceeds the minor 
changes the submitter allows so we have pended this to consult with her to see whether she will accept 
modification of the name and determine whether she prefers inghean or inghean uí.   

Mariana de Salamanca. Device. Or, in pale three ferrets statant sable 
within a bordure engrailed azure.  This was pended for redrawing by Golden 
Dolphin staff to make the ferrets more identifiable as such.  

Muirenn ingen Áeda. Resubmission of device.  Or, a triquetra within the 
horns of a decrescent, all within a tressure purpure.  This has been pended 
for redrawing by Golden Dolphin staff with an acceptably period decrescent 
and an orle that meets current standards for visibility.  

Your servant, 

Alisoun 


